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The National Sanskrit University encourages its students to publish materials like wall
magazines and articles in university magazines and magazines of other institutions. Specifically
The departments of English, Hindi and Telugu encourage their students to compose wall
magazines. Under the guidance of the faculty members, students’ contributions are compiled into
various magazines. This practice enhances the quality of the students’ creative writing and
analytical ability. The department of Research and Publication encourages the students to write
research articles in “Mahaswini”, the University magazine.

List of major publications are:

1. Malini
This wall magazine in English contains poems, examination tips, word meaning from

English to Sanskrit, proverbs , jokes, stories, quotations, antonyms, facts, crossword puzzles
etc. and is updated weekly. This wall magazine provides a special platform to the students of
English to explore their talents in knick-knacks.

2. The Dawn
This annual magazine in English provides a space for students to explore their talents by

writing brain teasers, description of poets, analysis of literature, poems, essays on grammar
and communicative English. This magazine has a huge welcome among the students of all
programmes.

3. Abhivyakti
This wall magazine in Hindi acts as a bridge to connect the students by containing

articles on proverbs, idioms and phrases, rules of grammar, translation, poetry, stories , moral
sayings and paintings.

4. Srujana
This wall magazine in Telugu possesses creative writing, idioms and phrases, proverbs,

paintings of poets, list of modern significant poets, word meanings from Telugu to Sanskrit
and vice-versa. This magazine gives the activities of the students in a nut-shell.

5. Sahiti
Essays written on Telugu literature, Grammar, poems, analytical study of Telugu

literature and other such articles are compiled into this annual magazine in Telugu.

6. Mahasvini –
This Bi-annual research journal contains research articles of the students on various

Sastras. This journal acts as a great platform for the students to explore their research



oriented views. Analytical skills and critical thinking of the students are enhanced by this
journal and it provides a fantastic stage to showcase the unique views of the students.

7. Shikshalokah
This annual students’ magazine of the Department of Education contains the articles of
students on teaching methodologies, pedagogy, psychology, philosophy, research
methodology in Sanskrit education, curriculum, policies and commissions on education and
other branches of teacher education. Students of Siksha Sastri and Siksha Acharya utilize this
magazine as a special platform to demonstrate their talents. Students are free to write in all
the three methodologies adopted in teaching.


